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Visual short-term memory (VSTM) refers to the ability
of observers to store a few visual items over brief periods
of time, independently of verbal processing. This dis-
tinction between VSTM and verbal short-term memory
was recognized in Baddeley and Hitch’s (1974) original
model of working memory (embodied in the “visuospatial
scratchpad” and “phonological loop” components, respec-
tively), and subsequent evidence has provided support for
segregation of these two systems in the human brain. In
addition, VSTM is differentiated from “iconic” memory
along several dimensions. Whereas VSTM has a very
limited capacity, is relatively immune to masking and
can last for seconds, iconic memory is thought to have a
far larger capacity, to be susceptible to perceptual mask-
ing, and to last for around 300 msec.

Here, we attempt to resolve the recent controversy
over the units of VSTM capacity. Several recent studies
have characterized the capacity limit of VSTM as three
or four “object” representations. This limit is assumed to
hold independently of how many relevant features (e.g.,
color, shape, and texture) these objects comprise. Per-
haps the most compelling of these findings were reported
by Luck and Vogel (1997), who employed a change-
detection task to examine VSTM for several briefly, si-
multaneously presented objects. They found that when
observers were required to remember only the orienta-
tions of four lines, or only their colors, they could accu-

rately report a change in one of the single features for
four objects. In a third task, in which observers were re-
quired to remember both the color and orientation of ob-
jects, they could accurately report a change in any of
these features for four objects. In this last condition, ob-
servers could store eight features pertaining to four ob-
jects as accurately as they could four features belonging
to four objects. That is, the capacity of VSTM was re-
stricted to a given number of objects (three or four), with
a null effect of the overall number of individual features.

Spatial Factors in VSTM
In the majority of Luck and Vogel’s (1997) tasks, when-

ever two or more features belonged to the same object, they
also arose at precisely the same location. In such cases,
the role of the number of objects versus the number of lo-
cations cannot be distinguished (this potential problem
also applies to Olson & Jiang’s [2002] and Wheeler &
Treisman’s [2002] studies where an apparent object ef-
fect was found). However, in one crucial study, Luck and
Vogel examined VSTM for bicolored squares (center,
one color; surround, another) and found that the colors of
four such squares (eight features at eight locations) could
be stored as efficiently as four squares that had just one
color each. Such a finding would suggest that eight color
features all belonging to the same feature dimension
(color) can be stored if they belong to four objects, pro-
viding apparent evidence for the view that VSTM ca-
pacity is indexed in object units rather than locations or
features. However, Wheeler and Treisman (and Olson &
Jiang, 2002) have failed to replicate this finding. Em-
ploying less salient colors than those in Luck and Vogel’s
displays, they found that four bicolored squares (eight
features) were stored much less efficiently than were
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four squares of just one color. Thus, VSTM could not be
indexed purely in terms of the number of objects in those
displays.

In order to account for this failure to replicate, the au-
thors of these new studies suggested that in Luck and Vo-
gel’s (1997) task, observers did not need to code both
colors of each bicolored square to perform the task. Rather,
they could simply encode the color contrast between the
center color and the surround color in each object (one
feature). This account seems plausible because color
contrast between adjacent regions is the primary source
of color coding throughout early stages of vision (e.g.,
De Valois, 1965). Such interactions can only have a sig-
nificant effect because the two colored regions comprised
by each “object” in these tasks abut each other directly.

Lee and Chun (2001) have also examined spatial ver-
sus object factors in six-object displays comprising three
pairs of overlapping objects (akin to Duncan’s [1984]
line and box displays) versus six objects appearing at six
entirely separate locations. They found equivalent per-
formance in the features-near (overlapping objects) ver-
sus features-far (separated objects) conditions and con-
cluded that there was no effect of spatial separation on
performance. However, the use of overlapping objects
may have adversely affected performance in the features-
near condition, thereby masking what would have been
an effect of spatial separation. Despite ample evidence
that either one of two overlapping objects can be easily
attended (e.g., Moore, Yantis, & Vaughan, 1998), when
two overlapping objects must both be attended, we sug-
gest that this may be a more difficult task. Essentially,
such a phenomenon may be similar to that referred to by
Rubin (1921) when describing the difficulty of attending
both figure and ground of figure–ground displays (which
are perceived as an object overlapping in front of a back-
ground object). Lee and Chun’s results may therefore
underestimate the role of spatial factors in VSTM.

Xu (2002a, 2002b), taking a different approach, found
a weak number-of-objects effect upon VSTM even when
different features belonging to the same object did not
appear at exactly the same location. In several studies,
Xu employed mushroom-shaped stimuli, each compris-
ing two elements—a colored semicircle and either a col-
ored straight bar or a black bar with a bend in the end
furthest from the semicircle element. Figure 1A illus-
trates a typical stimulus from these conditions. Perfor-
mance on the mushroom stimuli was then compared with
performance on similar displays comprising the same
number of elements (i.e., the same number of semicir-
cles and bars) but now spatially separated from each
other (see Figure 1B). In the latter case, the number of
objects was effectively doubled relative to the former
condition, whereas the number of features to be encoded
remained the same. Xu (2002b) found slightly better per-
formance in the former connected conditions (Figure 1A)
than in the latter unconnected conditions (Figure 1B), at-
tributing this difference to the number of objects in the
task.

However, whereas the global spatial extent of the dis-
plays was equated in Xu’s (2002b) connected versus un-
connected displays, local proximity factors differed be-
tween the two types of display. Individual pairs of features
were nearer to each other in the connected conditions
(e.g., Figure 1A) than in the unconnected conditions
(Figure 1B). To illustrate the importance of such local
spatial factors, consider any pair of elements in Fig-
ures 1A and 1B. When faced with a display that exceeds
the capacity of VSTM (as do most natural scenes and
many experimental displays), mechanisms of visual at-
tention may prioritize just a few of the objects displayed
for storage in VSTM. In such cases, the attended and en-
coded features will often fall within a smaller surface
area in Figure 1A than in Figure 1B, due to the greater
distances between features in those displays.

Amodal Completion and VSTM
One recent study has controlled for all spatial factors

and still found a number-of-objects effect upon VSTM
performance. Walker and Davies (2003) employed amodal
shape completion in order to manipulate object segmen-
tation while holding spatial relations constant. When
pairs of colored bars in their displays appeared to form
two sections of a single, long, partially occluded bar (ef-
fectively halving the number of objects in a display),
Walker and Davies found that VSTM performance was
superior to when the same colored bars were perceived
to form separate objects. Note that spatial separation of
the features, even in terms of local spatial factors, was
identical across conditions and could not, therefore, ac-
count for Walker and Davies’s findings. Amodal shape
completion would, therefore, appear to provide a power-
ful means of manipulating object segmentation while
holding spatial factors constant—a manipulation also
employed in the present studies.

One interesting aspect of Walker and Davies’s (2003)
findings was that they only found a number-of-objects
effect for pairs of bars that were of the same color as each
other. When each bar in a pair of bars was of a different
color, they found no number-of-objects effect. This ab-
sence of a number-of-objects effect in the latter case may
reflect one of two primary factors. First, it may simply be
that in these conditions, object segmentation had been
impoverished. When bars were of two different colors,
this may have caused them to be perceived as two sepa-
rate objects rather than as a single object, irrespective of
condition in Walker and Davies’s studies. In such a case,
the number of objects perceived would have been iden-
tical in the various conditions, and no effects would be
expected. Walker and Davies explicitly assume that this
was the case (see the Discussion section of Experiment 1;
Walker & Davies, 2003). Alternatively, it may be that the
two differently colored bars were perceived to form parts
of the same object, but that two differently colored bars,
even when they appeared to form sections of the same
long, partially occluded object, could not be coded as a
single unit of VSTM capacity. Each of these candidate
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explanations has a very different set of implications for
our understanding of VSTM.

If the absence of an object segmentation effect for dif-
ferently colored bars arose simply due to a poverty of ob-
ject grouping in Walker and Davies’s (2003) displays,
this would leave open the possibility that the number of
objects in a display may affect VSTM performance in-
dependently of other variables. In such a case, were ob-
ject segmentation to be refined in the task, one might yet
find evidence of a number-of-objects effect upon VSTM
for differently colored bars. Walker and Davies con-
cluded that such was the case and indeed exploited the
supposedly weaker object segmentation in those displays
as to provide a control condition for displays in which
features perceived to belong to the same object were of
the same color. However, if the absence of object effects
were not due to impoverished object-segmentation cues
for differently colored bars, this would point to the fol-
lowing conclusions.

First, because a number-of-objects effect was evident
for pairs of bars that were of the same color, it would ap-

pear that a single, long, partially occluded bar, made up
of two separate small bars of the same color, can form a
single unit of VSTM capacity. Note that in essence, such
units comprise only one feature conjunction—between
one orientation (of the bar as a whole) and one color (of
both bars). Hence, it may be that a single-feature con-
junction can form a unit of VSTM capacity. Such find-
ings are similar to those of Luck and Vogel (1997) and
other subsequent studies. Similarly, it may be, as Vogel,
Woodman, and Luck (2001) and Xu (2002a) have sug-
gested, that each object “part” (e.g., defined by local
minima; see Hoffman & Richards, 1984) may form a sin-
gle unit of VSTM capacity. Both of these approaches can
account for Walker and Davies’s (2003) data but suggest
that simple combinations of features (object parts or
single-feature conjunctions) can form units of VSTM.

Second, when two differently colored segments appear
to form a single object in Walker and Davies’s (2003)
studies (also in the bicolored squares conditions of Luck
& Vogel, 1997; Wheeler & Treisman, 2002), they appear
not to behave as a single unit of VSTM capacity. If such
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D

Figure 1. (A and B) Two displays based on verbal description of Xu’s
(2002a, 2002b) stimuli, in which overall “global” proximity of items is
equated in the two cases. That is, an attention “spotlight” of the same ex-
tent would suffice to cover either display. However, the two displays dif-
fer in terms of “local” proximity. Pairs of features in panel A are nearer
to each other than those in panel B. (C) Typical target display from a con-
nected condition in Experiment 1. Note that the four target features
(three different colors—red, green, and blue—indicated here by gray lev-
els) appear to form parts of only two objects. (D) Typical target display
from an unconnected condition in Experiment 1. Four target features
identical to those in panel C now appear to form four separate objects.
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a finding is not due to impoverished object segmentation
in those displays, it would suggest that whereas single-
feature conjunctions (comprising just one color and one
orientation feature) or object parts can form units of
VSTM capacity, more complex object representations
cannot.

In six new VSTM experiments (and two other control
studies) reported here, we employed amodal completion
to examine potential number-of-objects effects on VSTM
for objects comprising more information than a single-
feature conjunction or one part, holding spatial factors
constant. To anticipate our conclusions, we found no hint
of an effect of the number of objects stored upon VSTM
under these conditions. While this finding is a null re-
sult, we do find significant effects of the same object
segmentation upon VSTM when features can form sym-
metrical objects. This finding provides independent ver-
ification of the quality of object segmentation in our task
for the purposes of VSTM.

The difference between showing a small but signifi-
cant number-of-objects effect (as other authors have
found—e.g., Xu, 2002a), versus no hint of one, is im-
portant. If, once spatial factors are controlled for, there
were to be both a small effect of the number of objects
and of the number of features, these results might be in-
corporated into a hierarchical multiple-resources model
(see Olson & Jiang, 2002) in which the number of ob-
jects was still a major determinant of VSTM capacity. In
such a scheme, VSTM capacity would be jointly deter-
mined by the number of objects at many different levels
of representation. At one level of representation, an ob-
ject may refer to a single feature, at another level, a sim-
ple feature conjunction, and at higher levels, a more so-
phisticated representation. Such an explanation depends
on a flexible concept of the term object and seems intu-
itively plausible. However, a finding of absolutely no ef-
fect of the number of objects would be incompatible with
a hierarchical view of this type; in the hierarchical view,
a manipulation of object representations on any level of
the hierarchy should have a small effect on VSTM.

In the present studies, amodal shape completion was
employed to manipulate object segmentation indepen-
dently of spatial and masking factors. To illustrate, con-
sider a typical display from a connected trial from Ex-
periment 1 in Figure 1C. The two color features at the
top of the display (indicated by different gray levels—
actual features could be red, green, or blue) form physi-
cally separate fragments that are separated by a white
circle. Nonetheless, because these regions both abut the
circle and are aligned with each other, they are perceived
to form a single, partially occluded bar, such that both
colored regions belong to the same bar. In contrast, two
fragments from a typical unconnected display in Figure 1D
(identical to the fragments at the top of Figure 1C) are
separated by a taller, thinner ellipse. Because the frag-
ments do not abut the ellipse, they are not amodally com-
plete and appear as separate objects. Note that spatial
factors are precisely equated (locally and globally) across

these two display types. In addition, because the two
color features do not directly abut each other, observers
cannot code-color contrast at the border between two
colors as a strategy for halving the number of features
they must store in VSTM.

Another characteristic of the color features in these stud-
ies was that the color information changed gradually to
black as it neared the white ellipse or circle (see Figures 1C
and 1D). This was to ensure that each fragment had a
common color (black) where it abutted the white circle
in the connected conditions (Figure 1C), maximizing
grouping of those elements to form single, partially oc-
cluded objects. In contrast to our approach, Walker and
Davies’s (2003) colored bars were of one uniform color,
including the regions where they abutted the occluding
surface. Potentially, in their study (as the authors them-
selves assumed to be the case) the absence of grouping
by common color in some conditions may have weak-
ened perceived object segmentation. We sought to avoid
this potential problem by employing graded colors.

In addition to color features, we employed shape fea-
tures (Figures A and 2B) and combinations of color and
shape features (Figures 2C and 2D) in the present exper-
iments, to provide a thorough investigation of potential
number-of-objects effects under these new conditions.
The basic logic of the experiments described here was as
follows. In the connected conditions (Figure 1C), the
four colored regions in each display form parts of only
two objects, whereas in the unconnected conditions the
same features formed four separate objects (Figure 1D).
Accordingly, connected trials always comprised half the
number of objects of corresponding unconnected trials.
We were thus able to manipulate the number of objects
independently of the number of features, the amount of
masking, and spatial factors.

EXPERIMENTS 1–3
Four Target Features

Method
Observers. Twenty-four observers, 8 per experiment, were re-

cruited by advertisement and paid £7 each for participating. Twelve
were male, and 12 were female, ranging in age from 20 to 32 years
(median � 27).

Displays. The figures are all drawn to the same scale. Each white
circle in the connected conditions was 26 mm wide. The left circle
was separated from the right by 120 mm and the top circle from the
bottom circle by 111 mm. A target object in those conditions mea-
sured 81–90 mm tip to tip, dependent upon the particular pair of
features the object comprised. The display was viewed from a dis-
tance of around 50 cm, such that each full object measured a max-
imum of 9º tip to tip. Stimuli were presented on a Macintosh G3
computer with a 17-in. screen, using PsyScope software.

Procedure. All of the VSTM studies employed the same basic
trial structure, typical of previous VSTM studies discussed above.
At the beginning of each trial, circles or ellipses (depending upon
condition) were presented alone for 500 msec, followed by the first
target display (e.g., Figures 1C and 1D) for 200 msec. Next, the cir-
cles or ellipses were presented for 900 msec, followed by a second
target display (200 msec) and finally the circles or ellipses until re-
sponse. The observers simply had to indicate as quickly and accu-
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rately as possible (with primary emphasis on accuracy) whether or
not any element had changed between the first and second target
displays. On half the trials, the first and second target displays were
identical, and on the other half, one of the features changed. Change
and no-change trials were randomly intermixed. Each observer (8
observers per study) performed 12 blocks of 60 trials. Connected
and unconnected trials were blocked, with half the observers run on
connected trials in even-numbered blocks, unconnected trials on
odd-numbered blocks, and vice versa for the other observers.

Figures 1C and 1D illustrate target displays for Experiment 1.
Only color features were presented, and two pairs of these appeared
in every target display, either at the top and bottom positions (e.g.,
as in Figure 1C) or the left and right positions (as in Figure 1D), ir-
respective of whether the trial was connected or unconnected. There
were three possible target colors: red, green, and blue (measured
using a Minolta CS-100A light spot meter; approximate CIE coor-
dinates, Y, x, y � 31.8, .616, .355; 57.8, .275, .497; 27.8, .167, 1.57,
respectively). Within one pair of features (appearing on either side
of an ellipse) or within a single bar in the connected conditions, the
two colors were always different, so as to preclude any possible ef-
fects of symmetry. Any such effects could, in principle, have given
rise to selective advantages for the connected condition. Indeed, in
a later experiment we see that they do, in the case of shape features.

Figures 2A and 2B illustrate target displays from Experiment 2,
which were identical to Experiment 1 except that the red, green, and
blue color features were now replaced with three possible shape fea-
tures (all of which are present in the figures). Again, no symmetry
of features within each pair of neighboring features was permitted.
Figures 2C and 2D illustrate target displays from Experiment 3,
which was identical to Experiments 1 and 2, except that both color

and shape features were used. Within each pair of features in the un-
connected conditions or within each completed object in the con-
nected conditions, there was a color feature on one side (the left in
Figures 2C and 2D) and a shape feature on the other side. Half the
observers saw color features presented for the first six blocks on
the left of each pair of features, shape features on the right, and then
color features on the right, shape features on the left for the re-
maining six blocks. For the remaining observers, this order of pre-
sentation was reversed.

In Experiments 1–3, we thus measured the effects of binding
pairs of features into single-object representations by means of
amodal shape completion. When such binding arose (connected
conditions), the four features in each display belonged to only two
objects, whereas when no binding arose (as independently verified
in a later experiment), the four features belonged to four separate
objects. We were thus able to manipulate the number of objects to
be remembered while holding constant the number of features and
spatial/masking factors. Three conditions were tested in the three
separate experiments: Experiment 1—color–color conjunctions
(binding pairs of color features), Experiment 2—shape–shape con-
junctions (binding pairs of shape features), and Experiment 3—
shape–color conjunctions (binding shape features to color features).

Results
Figure 3A graphs percentage errors for connected and

unconnected conditions in Experiments 1–3 (all results
are grouped into one figure for purposes of economy and
easy comparison of results from the different experi-
ments). Experiment 1 (color features only) results are in-

A
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D

Figure 2. (A and B) Typical target displays from Experiments 2 and 3.
Connected and unconnected displays, respectively, from Experiment 2,
in which target features were all shape elements. (C and D) Connected
and unconnected displays, respectively, from Experiment 3, in which half
the target features were shape elements and half were color elements.
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dicated by black symbols and solid lines, Experiment 2
(shape features only) by empty symbols and solid lines,
and Experiment 3 (color and shape features) by gray
symbols and dashed lines. Note that in the unconnected
conditions, the four target features appeared on four sep-
arate objects, whereas in the connected conditions, they
appeared to form parts of only two objects. It is clear from
the graphs that the manipulation did not affect VSTM
performance. This was confirmed in three separate two-
way, within-subjects analyses of variance (ANOVAs; one
on each experiment) with factors of change (change vs.
no change) and object-segmentation (connected vs. un-
connected). These ANOVAs yielded no significant main
effects of connected versus unconnected conditions (all
Fs � 0.54, n.s.), the largest F ratio being in Experiment 1
(0.53) where the numerical trend favored unconnected
conditions (where there were more perceptual objects).
In Experiment 2 and Experiment 3, there was no inter-
action between this factor and change versus no change
(both Fs � 0.43, n.s.), nor in Experiment 1 [F(1,7) � 3,
n.s.], the larger F ratio in this last case again reflecting
numerical, although nonsignificant tendencies favoring
unconnected conditions. Similar analyses performed on
RT (a secondary measure because accuracy was stressed
rather than speed) yielded no significant main effects of
connected versus unconnected conditions (all Fs � 0.37,
n.s.) or interactions (all Fs � 0.43, n.s.).

Our first three studies suggested that when spatial fac-
tors are held exactly constant across conditions, there is
no hint of an effect favoring fewer objects in VSTM (at
least four vs. two objects). However, several important
potential criticisms of these studies must be addressed
before we can draw any firm conclusions from them.

First, it may be argued, by proponents of a four-object limit
on VSTM (e.g., Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel, 1997) that no
effect would be expected in these studies because four ob-
jects is the maximum number we presented, and this does
not exceed the proposed capacity of VSTM. Performance
should therefore be at ceiling in both our connected and
unconnected conditions. This seems very unlikely because
our observers were nowhere near ceiling in terms of accu-
racy. On average, performance levels indicated that ob-
servers could reliably store around three of the four items
in the display. However, to test this possibility thoroughly,
we also conducted three further studies (Experiments 6–9)
in which three pairs of features were presented in each dis-
play (six potential objects in the unconnected condition,
three objects in the connected condition).

Before we attempted further comparisons, however,
we needed to verify the following two aspects of our par-
adigm. First, we had to ensure that the manipulation of
the number of objects by the presence or absence of per-
ceptual completion had been effective. This was ex-
plored in Experiment 5, in which we replicated the con-
ditions of Experiment 2 (shape features only), but with
one crucial difference. Whereas in Experiment 2, sym-
metry within a pair of features had been explicitly pre-
vented, in Experiment 5, it was now permitted. We ex-
pected that given previous findings in the literature (e.g.,
Baylis & Driver, 2001), symmetry should exclusively
benefit features belonging to the same object in con-
nected conditions relative to unconnected conditions
where features always belonged to separate objects.

Second, we needed to demonstrate that masking fac-
tors were equated in connected versus unconnected con-
ditions in Experiments 1–3. The only physical difference

Shape features only (Experiments 2 and 7)

Shape and color features (Experiments 3 and 8)

Color features only (Experiments 1 and 6)
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Figure 3. Percentage error rates in Experiments 1–3 and 6–8. Error bars represent SEMs.
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between the connected and unconnected displays was the
presence of circles in the connected displays and taller,
thinner ellipses in the unconnected displays. It may have
been that the circles had greater masking effects than did
the ellipses, hiding what otherwise may have been an ad-
vantage for the connected displays due to them compris-
ing fewer objects. We therefore conducted three further
studies to test the contributions of these two potential
concerns.

EXPERIMENT 4
Symmetry Effects

In Experiment 4, we replicated Experiment 2 but per-
mitted symmetry between pairs of features around a
white circle or ellipse. As in Experiment 2, there were
three shape features: a convex triangular end, a concave
circular end, or a horizontal bar end (see Figures 2A and
2B for examples). The first two of these types of shape
could now be symmetrical around a circle in the con-
nected trials or around an ellipse in the unconnected tri-
als. These new symmetrical stimuli constituted one third
of the stimuli in the new study, with the remaining stim-
uli being composed of counterbalanced unpredictable
combinations of shapes (including the horizontal-bar
end features). If manipulation of object segmentation in
our displays was effective, this should now yield perfor-
mance benefits in the connected conditions relative to
the unconnected conditions. For trials in which at least
one symmetrical pair of features arose, performance
should be enhanced in connected conditions relative to
unconnected conditions. This prediction held because
symmetry has been found to enhance, primarily or ex-
clusively, processing of features from the same object
(Baylis & Driver, 2001). Whereas in connected condi-
tions, symmetrical features belonged to the same object
(and could benefit from symmetry coding), identical
pairs of features in unconnected conditions belonged to
separate objects and therefore should not benefit to the
same degree.

Method
Observers. Eight new observers were recruited by advertise-

ment and paid £7 each for participating. Four were male, and 4 were
female, ranging in age from 19 to 30 years (median � 23).

Displays and Procedure. This was an exact replication of Ex-
periment 2, with the exception that one third of the pairs of features
were now symmetrical around the white ellipse or circle that sepa-
rated them. Only two of the three shape features (as described
above) appeared in symmetrical pairs. The observers were informed
of the presence of symmetry and advised to employ it in the task.

Results
Trials comprising at least one symmetrical pair of fea-

tures made up 90% of all trials. Within these trials, the
predicted advantage for connected trials (which should
benefit from symmetry) over unconnected trials (which
should not benefit from symmetry) held—17% versus
20% errors, respectively. This was confirmed in a two-

factor within-subjects ANOVA, with factors of object
(connected vs. unconnected) and change (change vs. no
change). This yielded a significant main effect of object
[F(1,7) � 13.23, p � .01], a main effect of change
[F(1,7) � 11.19, p � .0123], and no interaction between
these two factors [F(1,7) � 0.75, n.s.].

These new findings provided evidence that pairs of
features around a single circle were processed as a sin-
gle object to a degree where they could benefit from
symmetry processing. In contrast, features in uncon-
nected conditions were processed as two objects to a suf-
ficient degree that they did not benefit from symmetry.
These findings, therefore, verify that object segmenta-
tion was different in the connected versus unconnected
conditions.

One final objection to our findings from Experiments
1–3 might be that the physical difference between dis-
plays in the connected and unconnected conditions had
yielded differential effects of masking in the two condi-
tions. Specifically, it may have been that circles in the
connected conditions had greater masking effects than
the ellipses in our unconnected conditions, mitigating
any advantages conferred by object segmentation. To
test this directly, we replicated the conditions of Experi-
ment 3 (color and orientation features), but now removed
a small part of the black region of each target feature
nearest the white circles or ellipses (see Figures 4A and
4B). This ensured that the target features no longer abutted
the white shapes, irrespective of whether the white shapes
were circles (as in the connected conditions of the previous
studies) or ellipses (as in the unconnected conditions of
the previous studies). Therefore, there was no perceptual
completion, no manipulation of object segmentation,
and in all conditions each feature should now appear to
form a separate object from the other target features.

However, while there was no object-segmentation ma-
nipulation in this new study, the circles and ellipses should
have the same masking effects they had in previous stud-
ies. Thus, we could now provide a measure of the relative
masking effects of the circles versus ellipses in previous
experiments, in the absence of potential object-segmentation
effects. If circles in the connected conditions of Experi-
ments 1–3 had elicited greater masking effects than el-
lipses in the unconnected conditions, this should be evi-
dent as an advantage for the displays comprising ellipses
in the new study.

EXPERIMENT 5
Masking Properties of Circles Versus Ellipses

Method
Observers. Eight observers were recruited by advertisement and

paid £7 each for participating. Two were male, and 6 were female,
ranging in age from 19 to 32 years (median � 24).

Displays and Procedure. All aspects of procedure, displays,
and design were as for Experiment 3, with the exception of removal
of small black regions from each target feature (as described above),
removing any manipulation of object segmentation.
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Results
A within-subjects two-way ANOVA performed on

error scores, with factors of change versus no change
and ellipses versus circles found no main effect of el-
lipses versus circles [F(1,7) � 0.18, n.s.], indicating that
ellipses and circles had equivalent masking effects. On
average, error scores were 17.2% for ellipse trials and
16.6% for circle trials, indicating no hint of an advan-
tage for ellipse trials. On the contrary, any numerical
trend was in the reverse direction. We conclude that po-
tentially greater masking effects of circles than ellipses
cannot explain the absence of an object-segmentation ef-
fect in Experiments 1–3.

In Experiments 4 and 5, we therefore presented evi-
dence of the efficacy of object segmentation and the ab-
sence of differential masking effects in the connected
versus unconnected conditions in Experiments 1–3. It
would appear, therefore, that once spatial and other fac-
tors are entirely controlled for, there is no effect of ob-
ject segmentation on VSTM capacity. However, we only
tested a maximum of four potential objects in Experi-
ments 1–3, and we therefore sought to extend our con-
clusions to larger displays in Experiments 6–8.

EXPERIMENTS 6–8
Six Target Features

Experiments 6–8 precisely replicated the conditions
of Experiments 1–3 with the following exceptions. First,
six target features were presented in each display rather
than four: Three pairs of target features appeared at three
of the four possible positions in the display, with the
other location remaining blank (see Figure 4C for an ex-
ample of a connected display from Experiment 7). In Ex-
periment 8, the target features in the top and bottom po-
sitions of each display were taken from the same set as
those in Experiments 1–3, but the left and right positions
were taken from a different set. The new colors were CIE
coordinates Y, x, y � 70.9, .489, .412; 75.3, .333, .253;
129, .423, .483, each gradually faded to black as in pre-
vious studies; examples of the new shape stimuli can be
viewed in the two leftmost columns of Figure 4D. The
advantage of presenting features from two independent
sets was as follows. On many occasions, two or more
features in a display were identical. Arguably in such sit-
uations, these features could be perceptually grouped
and treated as a single object. The use of two sets of

A

C

B

D

Figure 4. (A and B) Typical target displays from circles and ellipses
conditions, respectively, in Experiment 5. (C) Connected display from
Experiment 7: Note that the six shape features in the displays appear to
form parts of only three objects. In corresponding unconnected condi-
tions, they appear to form six separate objects. (D) Four sets of three
possible shape features employed in Experiment 7.
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color and shape features, however, ensured that even
when such identical features were counted as a single ob-
ject, six feature displays could comprise a minimum of
four objects overall, with the vast majority of trials hav-
ing five or more objects. Even with this conservative es-
timate of the number of perceptual objects in a display,
therefore, we should expect unconnected displays to
comprise five or six objects on the vast majority of tri-
als, in excess of the usual four-object limit supposed by
previous authors (e.g., Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel,
1997). In contrast, the connected displays should com-
prise at most three perceptual objects, falling within this
proposed limit.

Experiment 6, in which we investigated color features
alone, carried this principle further. Now, the top and
bottom positions in each display were drawn from two
separate sets of three colors each, with the left item in
each pair being drawn from the original colors employed
in Experiments 1 and 3 and the right feature from a sec-
ond set of three colors (CIE coordinates Y, x, y � 70.9,
.489, .412; 75.3, .333, .253; 129, .423, .483). This same
division also arose in the left and right positions in the
display, where the left feature in each pair could be drawn
from one set of colors (CIE coordinates Y, x, y � 104,
.276, .346; 37.6, .277, .173; 106, .349, .398) and the right
feature from another set (CIE coordinates Y, x, y � 97.8,
.350, .530; 109, .310, .333; 100, .363, .337). Experi-
ment 7, in which we investigated shape features, em-
ployed this same strategy, with four sets of three shape
features in place of the four sets of three colors described
in Experiment 6. These are illustrated in four columns in
Figure 4D.

Method
Observers. Twenty-four observers, 8 per experiment, were re-

cruited by advertisement and paid £7 each for participating. Eleven
were male, and 13 were female, ranging in age from 19 to 30 years
(median � 24).

Displays. The displays and apparatus were the same as in Exper-
iments 1–3, with the exceptions described in the procedure section.

Results
Figure 3B graphs errors for Experiments 6–8 in the

same format as Figure 3A does for Experiments 1–3. On
average, observers were able to reliably store and retrieve
on two of the six items. It is clear even from the graph that
there was no effect of the number of objects in a display
(six objects in the unconnected conditions, three objects in
the connected conditions). Three two-way ANOVAs were
performed on the data from each study, yielding no main
effects of change versus no change (all Fs � 0.17, n.s.).
That is, there were no effects of the number of objects (i.e.,
connected three-object displays versus unconnected six-
object displays), with any numerical trend favoring the
six-object displays. There was a small but nearly signifi-
cant interaction [F(1,7) � 4.36, p � .075] between this
factor in Experiment 8, but this need not affect interpreta-
tion of the number-of-objects result. On the contrary, the

small changes in response bias between the connected and
unconnected conditions merely underlined the efficacy of
the object-segmentation manipulation forming the key dif-
ference between the conditions.

DISCUSSION

In the present experiments, we manipulated the num-
ber of objects in a display by means of amodal comple-
tion. Other than in one example, where symmetry biased
performance for connected over unconnected displays,
there were no number-of-objects effects in displays com-
prising four target features (Experiments 1–3) or six tar-
get features (Experiments 6–8). We conclude that in our
displays, the number of objects to be stored did not affect
VSTM performance. More generally, our findings sug-
gest that object representations comprising more than
one part or feature conjunction are not the units of VSTM
capacity. As discussed in the introduction, our finding of
zero effect of the number of objects is also incompatible
with an alternative (multiple resources) approach to VSTM
where objects at multiple levels of representation jointly
determine the capacity of VSTM. Such a possibility has
been proposed (but also rejected) by Olson and Jiang
(2002).

As discussed in the introduction, one previous study
did find significant effects of the number of objects upon
VSTM even in experiments that shared crucial features
with those described here. Walker and Davies (2003)
also employed shape completion to manipulate the num-
ber of objects while holding spatial factors constant.
They found that binding two identical elements (of the
same color and orientation) together into a single oc-
cluded object by amodal completion enhanced VSTM
performance relative to when the same features were
perceived as separate objects. Interestingly, however,
Walker and Davies only found a number-of-objects ef-
fect when the two elements were of the same color, form-
ing an object that consisted of just one part and just one
feature conjunction. In the introduction, we suggested
that the absence of a number-of-objects effect in the lat-
ter condition could be accounted for in either of the fol-
lowing ways.

First, it may be that the use of different colors had im-
poverished grouping between the two elements in each
object, such that the two elements were not perceived to
form parts of the same object. Second, it may be that
even when two differently colored features are perceived
to form part of the same object, such objects do not form
single units of VSTM capacity and cannot enhance per-
formance. In our studies, we attempted to distinguish be-
tween these two possibilities by minimizing grouping
problems associated with the use of differently colored
elements. The colored elements (e.g., Figures 1C and
1D) were all shaded so that each element was the same
color (black) where it abutted the white circle in the con-
nected displays. This characteristic should have acted to
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maximize perception of elements in the connected con-
ditions as forming large occluded objects. Nonetheless,
we found no effects of the number of objects upon VSTM.
We conclude that the absence of such an effect in our
studies, where neighboring features were always of dif-
ferent colors, is unlikely to have reflected impoverished
grouping. Rather, it must have reflected an inability of
two differently colored items to form a single unit of
VSTM capacity, even when they form parts of the same
object.

In Experiments 2 and 5, we also found a parallel to
Walker and Davies’s (2003) findings, but this time in-
volving shape features. For pairs of identically shaped
features (in the symmetrical stimuli of Experiment 5),
there was a number-of-objects effect in which connected
conditions (fewer objects) yielded superior performance
to unconnected conditions (more objects). In contrast,
when features within a pair of features were differently
shaped, as in Experiment 2, no such number-of-objects
effect was found. If these findings are to be accommo-
dated within a number-of-parts account (such as that
proposed by Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2001), symme-
try must be assumed effectively to halve the number of
parts comprised by an object.

This conclusion is derived as follows. In order to ex-
plain the equivalent performance for connected and un-
connected conditions in Experiment 2 on a part-based
account, one would need to assume that each amodally
completed object in the connected conditions comprised
at least two separate parts. Otherwise, if each object in
the connected conditions comprised fewer parts than
corresponding pairs of objects in the unconnected con-
ditions, superior performance would be predicted on a
number-of-parts account. If the objects in Experiment 2
comprised more than one part, those in Experiment 5
(constructed from the same elements as in Experiment 2)
should have done so, too. Why, then, was a number-of-
objects effect found only in Experiment 5, not in Exper-
iment 2? This discrepancy cannot be explained in terms
of the number of parts alone, because this should have
been identical in the two experiments. However, if sym-
metry were to effectively halve the number of part “slots”
of VSTM capacity that an object required, this could ac-
count for our finding of an effect in Experiment 5, but
not in Experiment 2. Accordingly, symmetry in Experi-
ment 5 may have effectively permitted symmetrical ob-
jects in the connected conditions (consisting of two iden-
tical shape features) to be stored because they comprised
just one part, rather than two. However, such efficient
coding must not have been possible in the unconnected
conditions where symmetrical features pertained to sep-
arate objects.

Our results can therefore be accommodated by models
in which the number of object parts forms a primary de-
terminant of VSTM capacity. However, we also note that
the lack of any significant effect of the number of objects
on VSTM is entirely consistent with our earlier, identi-

cal conclusions regarding visual attention. We suggested
then (Davis, 2001; Davis, Welch, Holmes, & Shepherd,
2001) that the capacity of visual attention is defined by
the number of attended features and the amount of within-
and between-object binding that may arise between those
features. Such a model may also find application in ac-
counting for VSTM performance, and future research
will be required to distinguish this approach from part-
based models.

Finally, we should consider two potential criticisms to
which the present studies may be vulnerable. First, we
have not included any verbal suppression task in the
present studies. A few previous studies have included a
verbal task in order to ensure that no aspect of perfor-
mance is governed by verbal short-term memory rather
than visual short-term memory. Such a task was not in-
cluded here because we considered that the displays are
presented so rapidly in our paradigm as to render any
verbal strategy too slow and inefficient to be of use.
Other studies (such as Luck & Vogel, 1997) employing
similar stimulus durations have found no effects of ver-
bal load on their tasks, in support of this assumption.
Second, it might be argued that there is little incentive in
our experiments for observers to attend to objects as a
whole, when changes always affect individual features
rather than whole objects. To some extent, it must be ad-
mitted, this criticism can apply (equally) to all the present
and previous studies of object-based effects on VSTM
for features. However, it would seem very likely that if
attending to whole objects rather than features provided
any noticeable benefit, observers would have employed
this strategy.
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